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INTRODUCTION
A homomorphism of a group G into the mrultiplicative
group GL(m,F) o all invertible m by m matrices
over a field F is called a "'representation of G in
GL(m,F)". Two representations, f: g -+ Ag and -: g -> Bg
for g s G, are said to be 'equivalent over F"' (f h)
if there exists a matrix C s GL(m,F) such that
CA gC Bg for all g £ G.
If F - Q (the rationals) then f: g - Ag is an
"integral representation" if Ag has only integer entries
for all g G. %Twlo integral representations, f and h,
are said to be "integraly equivalent" (f 2 h) if the
transforming matrix C can be chosen to be unimodular.
The representation f: g-+ Ag is "reduced" if Ag
has the form..
k
Alk _.
, where k is fixed for all g G.
f is "decomposec ' if Ag has the formS~~ -C
K{
L
0 I
h, ihere k is ixed fo- a 1 g G.I -L " _ - I s 1
K Ir
0
1*1
i
'K
2.
f is "(integrally) reducible" or (integrally) decomposable"
if f is (integrally) equivalent to a reduced or decomposed
representation.
Let G = Zn , the cyclic group of order n. Consider
the set of all integrally indecormposable integral
representatons of Zn in matrices of arbitrary size.
Let n be a representative system of this set under
integral equivalence. For which n is Sn finite?
Diederichsen [1] and Reiner 2] have shown that Sn
is finite if n is a orime. if h is the ideal class
n
number of Q(Cn ) where 5n is a Drimitive n h root of
unity then in this case *#(Sn) = 2hn + 1. In the same
paper Diederichsen conjectures that Sn is finite if
n is squarefree, a result which is proved in this paper
(Chapter III). This result was proved independently by
Joseph Oppenheim [3]. It is also proved that S is
n
finite for n the square of a prime (Chapter IV), a
result proved independently by Heller and Reiner [4].
The methods used are essentially a continuation of
Diederichsen's. An integral representation of Zn is
completely defined if the irmage, W, of the generator of
Zn is knownm. Therefore we may restrict our attention
to W alone. W is always Z-equivalent to the following
normal form [11, Satz 1:
(1) W z
rt
rl.
li iilt
O
L PX,,
where the 1i are distinct divisors of n and occur
in any desired order down the diagonal and fwhere
- us)
Li O
0
L1L
t I
i.e. the T; are"diagonal" [1], page 394, equation (9).
The A( which occur down the diagonal of i are
Z-irreducible (and therefore Q-irreducible by [1], page 359)
representations of Zn of order (i.e. faithful
3e
r, I 
LI
irreducible reopresentations o ZE ). Ail such AQ
Q-equivalent but not necessarily Z-equiva ernt, There
are exactly
These A£
Z-inequva ent A , 2) t )
are $t~ ) by $( )b matrices (rere $ is
the Euler function) and both teir minima po ±.Tnomil
and characteri.stic -rol-omial are the y-clotominc -poly oial,
(x) x
OL § 3 ) 0
0
q
-Ia .x
rK , i H - lssa et<ze ± nd 5(I-) , $ J ) "\
i=O
-ao
-a,
L
is cOS en a te
.xjrir..ri-- DS 
IHI
and A (t1 t wi! i gSni fy tr transpose o the
standard A2.
Diederichsens Satz 1 allso states thn a Z-simillarity7
trans ormation, C, ting a normal formn W inbo a noanala
form' W with h t --le C .cc.r.ing in the same oder
must have the same form as both W and WT, namely
are
h,
I
I
1 =
-aq
.-
C-
where AI.
Al
is the same sze as 7,i . ihs C can
be written as a product of 2 ma t-"ces of the 'orns
AL
O
(a -- t rans fotation )I
and
E
and can so be written irth
occurring in either order.
so that the 7F,
..here the h are identity
matrices (a "- transfoirmation )
the 6 and the -transTormations
rf Airti
of W are eual to those of W,
then the 6,-transformation is called a 6-transformation"o
If C is a -transformation (8-transformation) then we
_
em
I
ED _I
_ 
- B a_~~4
= Ig. A2.f- -L I
6.
write W W' (W WI).
It is sometimes clear by the way zeros occur in the
a1-boxes of a normal form W that a simple basis inter-
change decomposes W. For instance if
then J 'Z , and W is decomposable.
In such a situation we say that the components
(A(1) A ) or the components (A(2) ) ) are
"freed" or "break off".
To demonstrate the decomposability of a representation
W in normal form, the course that will be taken in this
paper is to apply a series of a and 6-transformations
to W until either the are "diagonalized"' or it
becomes otherwise clear that components break off.
If W1 and W2 are integer representations of
Zn and if A is an integer matrix of appropriate size
such that
W=-
is also a rereseraation of Zn
thlen A is called a
of all s°.ch binders,
binder of W- and W2.
Introucring the equivalence reiation
A-, . A , <=>Ai-A, .T 2 C -= I) f or some
integer mat.ix T of' appropriate size (c-equivalence),
we cal 0ll -v ( = wn v , A 1h
sugro.l of' "zero inders"' This equiva'lence -eation
is called -equivalience beca-us_ if W, =r
i 7 
and
U.en 1- .
. "
Cr
NJi
in tne sense
pr-viously defined,
~~~'VLet (7?-- 't11he 4 -_- (rw , 2)'-::h~!assopeei~'~~
The foC.lowin -. result, corncrnmca, g Z
if W 'A. and = -A
( 1 .S $Pi (1) iI P - 1 -, , ( or
prime and integer m > 0
Z p. )/v ~ ~ ~ ~ -)ZP O. P'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,t
is d-t-ie to DJiederichsen:
where ., X i/n then
-1 '2= ) ' r somei 2 , 'r1 :-'
( o0~ ( 5) ( )
7.
TVJl
I
T e setI. -
{WL 4W2) 1s an ab e an ro .-oup.
-
I
i
I
i
i
",- -
--
T/J, i
-\V ."1
.2
li2 = FI;
8.
and (2) the unit group otherwise (] Satz ~.
The 91,,j, -boxes corresponding to i and
Pr of a normal form W can be further subdivided
into -boxes corresponding to the pairs
A(), 4A) of diagonal boxes of r% and f .
By Satz 13 of [!, V( ra , ) and VIA) ,n )
are composed of all matrices of the corresponding
appropriate sizes. Therefore Qi , V( r , j
and Aj s v(4) , ) . lrthernore, a
a-transformation with only one non-zero off-diagonal block,
B, in position corresponding to subtracts the
zero binder O(B) of t V(i , r ) from 1p,,
and also affects only those 2 lying above or to the right
of fi, in some way.
Since the ]~ are "diagonal", if B is zero
except for some subbox 3' in position corresponding
to that ofA <XQ i n RsiQ t then it is easy
to show that the only change in Qfl is in
A t' from which the zero binder, 0(B
of v(4 , A(') ) is subtracted.
Now choose a system of representatives for
((54t) ) fro(m V( ) for each
quadruple (i,j, ithA) ,with i ~ j. If a-transformations
are applied to the S2iQ, starting with the bottom
row of 2-boxes and going from left to right on each such
rOW, onl-yT >rom te chlosen r-res eniat rve
systems can be made to apea-r in W
IL i,
The Action of AL
CHAPTER I
on Z(1A, /,a ), n arbitrary
Consider W, an integral representation of Zn in
the following simple nomnnal form:
Ag;
2 = . pm
where p is a prime and m > 0.
Any $( , ) by $( ,;L) matrix, =,j, =A
is a binder of
Z (AA, i'Al
again in (A,
(AL ,At ) ([1], Satz 13) and) (Zp)') (.1], Satz 7 Ad,
2, ) and since Ae, 
A s V0 we can think of AE, as acting on ~ : If
a s Z and A s V is a representative o a then et
A,e* a be the residue class of A,.A 
Assume first that A, = A A -and A z
Theorem . The binders, 6
( !A, ,A1i ) where
6 O
(i = , ...( 1 )), of
i- row
, represent a basis for
(2)
is
fI 'A _ V 0
I
the vector space ( 'A,
the action of -
Proof. Let A
), relative to which
on Z is Ii
s V. Then A E v 0 <=> there exists
an integer matrix T such that - ,
2. e. ex erhe1 (fl ' ) - E je ) I/r A (Kronecker produlct ),
= the a{ , )( ft )-sized colun vector obtained
f'rorn T bQj, wri.ting its columns one 'under the other, and
Twhere i -s s iilarly obta-ned fromi A
Let .Z 2Y( ) +
i=O
-'Al
E
0
eE
¢,E
T'n
,
L e,,, {c~
4i.e )-2
Let B 
i: I_
e. x. Then
I
I
1h and A A ( A ) here
(~
I Inp ·
.t ,T - t,A,
1
- <_ ~hrow o,l bo -oes
i/ . t .2. -1 J,- CO l.Um Cr;1 oxes
12.
and
Ai
AO$B) =
-
r-
-E
-E
eE
e2 E
E 2,
I
_l 
l
. +
Sears E
13.
It is now cl ea- that a product of elementary columni
block operationss D, brings AB into
-AN5D):A 5C
E
T ereso A e <=> tiere exists an integer
/V 1
ve toCor
t,
su ch that -
i~~~~ 
t1't
___ 
C lOl iumn
where mi = 
(1Q ~ I )-' 1,A it~~~~~~~~ ( -I 'I,1 / " j I;i"
, I t, -i1 
7--I
This characterizat ion o V0 impLi es that for any
s( TZ ) integer column vectors t2, .t ' ) here
exists a 2L $ V0 wit exactly those vectors as its last
$ {;L ) - columns. Theref ore any basis of Z can
be represented byr binders having their last 4 4 )-l columns
all zero. But since the $( C ) 68 can generate any
such set of binders and since dim () = { 1, ),
the 6,I re-cre sent basis for Z . ReialtVe to tis bassiL,
the action of.' 
-4 7-=, t A '' ( /If (g 7 "e 
11)
-1s c a ri 7
CHAPTER I
Representations of Z with two r comonents n arbitra ry
Conside, -'! slightly mo-re com-licated reoresen-tatijon
of Zn:
_il, 11 Pz is a1 e, u of 3~, by '1 j _iLed11 t Z,
A-boxes 'or~'sr~nding t  al z~ossl- -aias of %he
LO apeacrincg, aloR t'he ipconals of an
f~~r resp\ TheM Oe A belong to the co rrespondingr2 es p ec -i v ' Tb_eseA
(L ( (;l') A)4
.for all p and
for all .,I then P s !, iaona zabl e'e i e,
,i ee P , haQ s all of f-dlagsonal
A-boxes eual to zero.
Proof' We shall- apply -transf orrmatf ons,
(3)
l, 41
( 4 -
Z
r a'
t _7
- L
W =
15.
F
K , and a-transformations,
E B
E
to W. Consider F and K as divided into box-components
in the same way as rI and L respective y. F and
K will have blocks down their diagonals and some
off-diagonal block, R%., in the i- box-position where
Rij has the form r
j (13 )J = L(iL) F
for
j , )j = L(A ) )b (At J At K
aj, b z Z. Applying first the 6-transformation and
then the -transformation to W:
-F' - B + B
2
i _ G , since F and K commute with
1 and respectively.
By a a-transformation any -box of a2 can be
changed into one a-equivalent to it with respect to
( A1 , 2a) without disturbing any other A-box of 2.
Therefore we will consider the entries of 2 to be
members of instead ofA-boxes.
I
16.
By Theorem of Chapter I, the 6. constitute a
basis for Z relative to which the action of 1A2 on
is 1A. Therefore write each entry of Qi as a
column vector relative to this basis, {8i 
-fl 1A=a 6i a. Z, 0 < a < .i=l
,
The F and K - act as simple row and column
block operation respectively, on , where F adds
L( ) times one row to another and where K-1 adds
one column of A-boxes multiplied on the right by some
L(A ) to another. But since (A ) (A )A by
2 2 
the definition of "r n L( 1 and
therefore K also acts by multiplying a colummn of
column vectors on the left byr L(1A 2I) and adding it
to another such column of vectors.
To summnarize: The entries of 2 are considered as
members of (Zo)- ( ) = C and are written as column
vectorsrelative to the basis, {6i '. We may apply
arbitrary row and column1 operations to Q thereby
adding to one row (column) L(L ) times another.
Since the minimal and characteristic polynomials
of iA 2 are both l (x) over Zp (1j, Hilfsatz 6,
p. 380), is cyclic with respect to i1 ; .= (o).
p. 0 Z = (W) -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3
17.
Write each entry a of Q2 as L(A! ) , where L(x)
is the polynomial of least degree in Zp[xl such that
a = L(1A~ )-ix. That Q is now diagonalizable using the
1
transformations available is well known since the Division
Algorithm holds for Zp [X]. Q.E.D.
If a and fs C ,, we say "a is strorger than ,"
(a > 8) if there exists an L(1 At ) such that
1
Corollary .. With the assumptions of Theorem 1, Q is
"diagonalizable'" with diagonal entries a > if a
appears before P along the diagonal.
Proof. The diagonalization process is such that if
a = L( 1 )C appears before Lj 1A )w along the
diagonal then Ll(x) divides L2(x). Q.E.D.
In order to prove the result of Theorem 1 for
general W in form (3), the following lemma is needed:
Lemma 1 (K. Iwasawa) If m\ and ~ are two faithful
irreducible integral representations of Z and if m
is any integer, m > 1, then there exists a non-singular
integer matrix U such that (m, ITJU) = 1 and
- 1 I
IA Au = AA
18.
Proof Let K = Q(), where : is a primitive th root
of unity. Let be an ideal giving rise to Al, and
$ an ideal giving rise to A . Let = . It is
known that the ideal class, fU} , contains infinitely
many prime ideals of K. Therefore choose a prime deal,
p 8{7, such 'ha' (NY, m) 1 for some
C K, c O. ?= cdt tt= C.O=t C
. =- , C' ~ C , where K = algebraic integers of K.
and therefore l7' also gives rise to Al.
{ (l'. . s., of over z (s = -()), such that
(~lt...*,s) = (1 ,..,s)aL andand
. )=..
i=1
Therefore ( I1S . = * ,s U
U is son-singular since f<0 and _
K over Q.
Therefore (l .'s) =(
( 1 . D" s )Ij/ and also
(i1,..S)au = ( i * .. *.,U)=TU
Therefore (. 1 .' s)* ' =
So UAl = Ax U.
= (aij) .
are bases of
(4..= ,1*s)Au.
( 013* @ 3tE3 t;
)A =
19.
Also UI-.N= i= i (N)'(N-P). Therefore U = NY
and (IU|,m) = (Npm) = 1 Q.E.D.
The generalization o Theorem 1 referred to above
can now be proved:
Theorem 2. If W is in form (3) then Q, , =
fi12 =
S2 is
"!diagonalizable" .
Proof. By Lemmna 1, there exist integer matrices Ao and
B, made up of diagonal blocks A~ and B3\ respectively,B° mdup o iol 
such that Ar1 Al1
has 4) = 1
51 11- £1
A(h) - At
R2 I2
and B 0 1r2 B =r 2
2 L
for al U and r 2
for all ? and where further (iA 0l.1B j,P) 1.
lhat is, choose A and BA such that A corresponds
ir position to nA) and B\ corresponds in position
L
and ALA )1 A-
11 1 ' 1
1 A1 and 'A (h)B = At
where (IA ,p) = (BAi ,P) = 1 for all A.
t a
2.r'
, here = Ao2B30
.
W is an integral representation and by Theorem 1,
there exist unimodular matrices F and K which are
where
has
to (P)
.12
I
1" 1
20.
each products of matri es with B E-blocIs do'rn the diagonal
and some off-diagonal block R wh-ere
L(lA )
L (AYr"
and such that
Kj
W
for 
for 
/
t z
t,ere 0a has a'1 off-diagonal >loc-entries 0 Q
with respec- 4ulO ( i l A )
2
Let c and s f such t- c = Ai w | |
and c = _ (malod p) Form =the umimodauiar .at: rices F.
and K1 - F and K ,;. repa cing f each) iple
factor by
- I
cAL RA
cB~ F,_, NthL. II I
R a-Dnears in I ocI -po s ion ¼(. ,)
"or that factor of F
R appears in bloc1 -Cos t on (, , 7
hor that factor of K.
Th en F1 and K. conm-ute withJ_17 and I7 respect iv ely,1 1n
since each o tleir factors o,
W1 KW l =~t W -~ Ftx- = L1 be the 1O - on xb o i c
Let A be Off-diagona.-. box o in blck-positio ( ) 9
_L~~~~~~~~~~~~q I 
21.
and let be the corresponding entry in 2'".
-1 -! -1 (oIF1 cA o-FA and K cBK (mod p
= -1 1 -1-1 FpA - 21- Ka_ I = C PA -c[-A .(A Q K cAIl; --! 1- - .O O "0"~0~ O0 O --0 '- ' --0--0 '-- "-O
-.
cA- [Ff • K-1- 1 cA-r'"]BE' (mod p.
Therefore Ai cA [ s]B(modnce
(modeeA
l is a zero-nder with respect o (1A A ),
_1 a wit1 2
-1 5i-1 cAp,1r T- Aj T(A]) [cATBh3] cA 1TBa £2( )
1heefe i anA? TA m - - EcAA -'noSince T is an -nteger matrix, so is CA-1T' and
therefore 1 0 (A(), A(A)). A a-transformation now
2
brings 01 into "diagonal" form. Q.E.D.
C orollary i. If W is in form (3) then Q is
t
'diagonalizabie:' with diagonal entries a > if a
appears before B along the diagonal. Here a > D
means that if , is te it h diagonal ery and the
.thjhs (i < j) then here exists a polynomial, L(x),
such that:
(I) a(cBk L(A,; )B, ) , (cAl-A ). with respect to
i1 2 o i 
i(g , v ap ) and
(AL i2 , )2
(2) (cAL( 1A ) ) with respect to
1 3 .
j 2
22.
Proof. In •:2 of Theorem 2, a > ¥ wiere c is the
i- diagonal entry and ¥ the J- (C oro la - ,
Theorem 1). Therefore -L,,ere exists a oly rnomiai, L(x)
such that:
(i) aL(A / ) T with respect to (1A, )
2 2
and
(ii-) L(1)2 ) with respect to A n
2
21 -o " -1l oJL•l - J
1 -i
a = cAp o,B
-- , A Ik
mod p) . Theref ore
an-d = cA -Lf)3
- C p
i; i
-I_ -7 I - -1 -3 
From (i): C - ( ).Aax-"  L. R 3 c 
I I i 2 L 3i
c2 Ai A T,) 7'
cA~~~~~~~~~~~~" .: 12 -I t -j- c2A-i(TA}~ B~i ~2 0
A iJ (o"A~ri.T- I-, 0 1 with espect to=! (02'1 ( , )I
_ - i Ii 2
(A 
1
.t
3 J ,
2
z(j 4 c-t) ,01 - ra IC', (B T, 1 L ) -, C - ( 
i l ) i 
.vh'ic ~h iS ( ) 
Sj imilar.; (2) -is e-rivable froom (I I) , . 1E. D.
CoolLar_ 2. I' W s n f'o-m (3) and s i ndecomosable
thlen W is in form (2), i.e. each r has only one A.
Proof, By Teoren 2, •2 can be considered " 'dagona 
A simple basiS, interchange shows that ehe i- s A
brears of'- -,r th t; t.e fr St , of I , L iUs
(mod p).
1
O'
Li
23.
decomposing W unless these were the only A's appearing
in W to begin with. Q.E.D.
Corollary 3. The number o ineaqivalent indecomposable
representations, W, of Zn in foxma (3) is finite. An
upper botund or this nnb>er is d h 2 ( ) - i) where
d = the number of divisors. of n,
h = max {h I divides n}, and
q = the laxrgest prirme divisor of n.
Proof. By Corollary 2, W is in for-m (2). Fixing
two divisors of n, say l1 and Q 2' with 2 W = 1 .pm
there are h h· 2 Z-inequivalent choices for the pair
(Ap, Ai2 ). taving made this choice tere are
1 2
p2(~1] 1 non-zero -inequ;ivalent choices or .
(Presnumabl.y manyr of these choices are 6-equii.vaent)0
Therefore d2-h2( ( n ) - ) is an upper bound. Q.E.D.
C- Y RP-_,E. II
The Indecomosable e-resentations of Z , n scuaiefree
n
T'-Lorem 1. Let n be a squarefree in teger, and W a
arbit rar e - p-seP- n of in norma form (" )
nthe . ordered w_ Gt .,hespect o non-decreasing nurb -
ofti a-ot- ,e -. ctors., Te1 n all t,- .-. boes a e siul-
taneousy d iag on lizable:
Prioof.f of is not a iprime mu+i'-le ofhen
g; 1`0 r,, ,c~j hJe be allea
tna tunalyzera startng w ith a ~-trans faion with the of
n -u L._ to zenaroi Thus all aturall n zeo sp ar '- mo
to be ciulane:osy eal o zero.
I.rst, b, S -tansfomat l7;ions a wi be
mad-e simultancne ' --'? r -eqgiva nt to 'd ia nal 'C wi'th
esp ct to te - responarlcd r ,-ea ving inose 
to ie imltan-e equal ;o zero sice -,an sfrmationswhich!~t r'ae ual 'Uo zero ur:~ ...... d ' :-c-O 5-t'~,,-.,¢;,.. ,..~a~l
25.
do not change Q, which are zero, Then a series of
a-t ransforrati ons will mak nae all tze , a ct uaI
T
"diagona1" again leaving naturally zero 2 unmchanged,
If a
i j
is non-zero, then it can be made
a-equivaent to a diagonaI ma rix wit resect to
( -, ) y a -transformnation with -bloc k.s doinm the
i j
diagonal except at positions corresponding to r and
. where Ai and A, appear es-oectivelT
(Theorem 2, Chap. I). I T = p let m = -p
r - r-1 1 (mod p) and r C (rod ) :for an
pri, .me q such that c/r and q p.
Ai and Ai are products of simnpe row and
column operations respectivel-y, which h ave c off-diagoa-na
boxes, R. Replace the R in each factor of
A1
'
by rR. Then for the resuilting matrice and
A 3 Al =A- L , A j A
dj i i S
(mod p) and
AQ ., Aj ,
`i1 .3 (mod ) for any prime a i vi di n... 1O
n wit q p.
Therefore t A -A A w Trith
respect t ( i since . .A) is a vector
1 -,;3
space over Z and all other w wh'c m.t- be affected
by this 5-transformaton (i.e, those lying above or to
26.
the right of r and those lying above or to the right
of ) will not change their -class since these
other Z are vector spaces over certain Zq where
q # p, q/n.
If these 6-transformations (A ', At ) are now
applied in any order to all the 5,, then when the
process is corpleted all 2 which are naturally zero
are zero and all others are -equivalent to "diagonal'
matrices.
Next these new 2 are made actually "diagonal":
If QQ, / 0 then Q, 1 '1~diagonal" and a
a-transformation with B in block position corresponding
to Qa , sends Q , j into a "diagonal' .matrix.
However, this transforation also affects Q lying to
the right or above 9i .j Assuming for the moment
that the damage to these 2 can be 'Lundone, i.e. these
•2 can be brought backl to what they were before the
a-transformation was applied, then if this process were
carried out on all the Q in any order, W would be
brought to the required form, W , with all Q "diagonal".
All that remains is to prove the above claim:
Consider the change in those Q2 which lie to the right
ofr •i, brought about by the -transformation which
~i3 i
r:
·F-
27.
"diagonalizes" Qli'l j •ik1
1 X Q 5 Q 1+
lies to he right of Qil
J-J
then
= (the number of prime factors of R _) > (the number
of prime factors of ) = fj .
Case (1). If 0i k is not naturally zero then
. = f ± i = f. and therefore 2 j
4-,r
is naturally
zero and therefore zero. Therefore 1 - 2
Case (2). If iIk. is naturally zero and P.j , R
naturally zero then Pi,lk = 0 -O0.
Case 3). If Q•i'k is naturally zero but -D.
nisa.ndnot, ten assmne that all •Q 2k between •Q ,j
are covered b either case (1) or case (2).
Therefore the transformation has not affected the 
between 01i, ji' 3 arndn , Al . Consider the submatrix ,and i' k ..
consisting of those a2,$ h where g < and h > k,
i.e. M is the submatrix of 2's with lower left-hand
corner P ir If Q in eh
-1 -- gvh
If 1i'lk
is
.
t
41
.Q 'i "k
1 es in 1.1 then
fh > f = f + -=- 2 > + 2 and therefore
- k i -- 
is nat,,rally zero. Therefore f any change
occure in 02-position ( , ) after the -tansformnation
i s applied, then all Q-positions in the submatrix M
defined b-T positi on ( ) are nat -rai zero and can
be made zero by a seri-es of -transfoMa.ti e appl ed
from left to rightl on eacn g2-row of i, ssta'_ing with
the last. This series of 'ransforat-lons af fect s
no'thing ouside of' A similar ar-len" shows - -hat -
the damae done to those Q lying above -,  San
also be undone.E.D.
Corollary 1 If W 4-s an indecomr-,oosab le - resenta,ati on
of Z n n s are free, len in ror. al onm each- r component
of. W o9nly one comiu:onelnr
r J of . .ear 1 s nce alli ! car be considered dia-onal,
basi.s inerch'nge will free te set of initial f, s, 
nts deco mos ing I unl ess each r hnas onil one l
Corola r 2. (j Sn) the nr-cnb,e o-f nequivalent i-.de-
composable inte -ral eresentations o Zn n souarefree,
is finite. An upper boCund is TT (h l n where
An~.pe. · w h r
29.
P1 is the smallest prime divisor of n. The size of
such a representation < n.
Proof. If W is indecomposable then there is at most
one A for each F. The size of A£ is $(f) and
therefore the size of W < $(,) = n.
-L
t/n
There are T (hI + 1) - 1 choices of inequivalent,
I/n
diagonally appearing A-arrays for W. Fix a -representative
system for each ~Z(Ai Ae ). Then, by o-transformations,
all the Q occurring in W can be made to belong to
these representative systems.
Let n = p ... P p where P1 is the smallest prime
divisor of n. If t! =i'Pk then '(A , Al) -(Z )
Therefore (Sn) < 11 (rh + 1) · Pk /
nX v Jn 1-1z k
=IT (hA +1) I n/p
/n k=l+
,/n k=l
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ n//pl_.
< |I! hQ + i) * n -. ( 3. ..
A/n
s -
si
IR
;II.
- , ,,.,
j
CHAPTE. IV
The Indecomposable Representat-ions of Z 2
For r = 2 there are exactly nine inecuivale.n
indecormposable incegral representations of 17
([5], L1i, and the poresent author), disproving
Diederichsen's contention that there are infi te'iy
many ( ] ). These indecomposable epresenations have
at most one A comnponent from each of the three
Q-inequivalent classes o ir-educible Z, epresentations,
An, A2 , and A,
For odd primes p, as this chapter will show, S
p
is stl l finite and the existing indecomposable forms
are oly sligh t-ly more compiicated than for p 2
(Theorem ) 
The following si,.x lenmnas are needed:
The binders =
th[I cci] 
_ _ I
_LL t ) i-- .. $*Q() Span ( iO Ak) .V p, _ 2.. .~0 3 j
Proof The binders 6. span L (C"arter 1 Theorem i)
Let y = 4- i If 7'1 I = he co7umrn vector obtained
from Pi by writling its colurmns one below t e oer
Lem lla. 
31.
starting from the left, then for i 1 7' satisfies
the condition which characterizes yi as a zero-binder
(cf. proof of Theorem 1, Chapter I); also Y1 = 0.
Therefore Bi ? 6.. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2. Let a s V( AP, A 2 ) be a binder in the form
p p
p-1
a= , al i such that a #0. Then there exists a
1
polynomial L(x) Z[x] such that a.L(At ) 0 where
a.L(At 2) =1 T - TA t2 with (1,O... )T
P P ()
(= the first row of T)',0 with respect to (A1,At )
p
Proof. Let (j.,.a !.,a01 ,..C) be the first row
of a(a. sZ) Write a as a = a (2 E)k or
m O
maximum possible integer k, where a, is an integer
0
vector. k > 0 since a = a(At2 - E) , and k < p - 1
p
since a = ao(At 2 - E)P1+ 3 (2> o =>
o.t -
- a=(A 2 - E )P-l+. a Op (At 2)( A t E-
-O C P P
p( Ap)C (A 2 - E = 0 (where a is the binder with
first row ao and zeros everywhere else), contradicting
the assumption that a, c O.
Take L( t 2) = (At 2 - )-i- k Then
P P
32.
-lo D~-jcz0(t -
(at 2 - E) P-% 2
= A _ - - a A O(TaL)
D
(At ) + J, where N is 'oe integra 
linear combination of the powers of LAn2
.Lm .(_ m .7 m
i I= Ta (L\5 3 n2: "p ,.-
- It -) D c a _PI
0 I* p 2 0 
iiX ), n ) .
N conCmmules with A,,.) t~ng>2lv~i33 nit2' 3
(1) Evaluation of T, -- i
Our on ly inte-es,., is n uthe. 'Ws of. -, -.
member,s Z(Alt A t 2' 
z -i- V i
Z E:_ i=l
of Z ) bys3 2 (J& r-
1 , Ss z 
1- ^" "1 4_~ -~:TOJlc
, . , -0?2i 3 ·-^n·;<~; - i-c
II 1-.-
the > in
I I
-Lk0r \3
<? 'O< 
7 I*--iDi-
i= i_. j 
t 
-a rt ,X -
, 'll 1(0 ) (o -3 so
3' . - _
W I L
i L
t
L ?2.
L
c 
s
pi
(IA vx
- L , 'r-) esec t
mean that the rowesf of A are (A ,A' -r-0 u Valnt
the corresponding rors f'
4-
- A>Y 'd
,-nE - A 1t ., 
p
Iher, e fo re 2
- L
-2? •21? r~
m -\
(1 -
-12:, AAL ~A' since
U A, A ) 
q -:' ) X C
(-L? ) u] 1: 
f\ !-j s o T-1
0 "
(I ,e ix .)
'
"  , , 
7-I
= FgS [i - " ) fi -I c,' __ ,
i.
C o mr
'005 . "
and he-'fore 
(2) EvalU.at uion O k
C(Dt ,9 G 'l[5 o
ie;
-- r' )I: 0 wi'tl respect p1 
1 
MI - t
o p 2
- , I
.~ _)
I11 t
- T (T 2)
i -= 
L-·-·
.,_+- <! $ (" .?,'9' 
= 0
l, l ) 0
to
pC 2
.
, I
., E-
A' ) 
11 A CsJ3y
0 ( , tT:) 
we wil 
)j , I Pi-l) II (-A 1 I
p I i a0
rp, i nOt. f I D
and having cal culated= 0
we have:
(T !)
_-J i J0p
'C" .p - /, (/ 2
(a o0('.(J)
(AI D ,'('' / )
T( i +1)
+ 0, j )J
p
+ ( ( "" ±
P1n ,i )
t -i-
i ) e e -,eOhe
0 C ( i
p
-1
~2 /,I- 
_ )
( -I) -Io + ('-a. +- ) 0 0p 1 1 ( I- pr -o E) a/ JC
... (1A -2
-[p-)7 +
r , "
(P-l) ( 'Lp,-r
+ ) (P . P( _. ' iP-2 1 I
. . . . IJ L Ia a a Lh~~ h--U~~~~~~~ I-~ ~~~~~ ~~ L  - C"C
I I- I I ~~~ti:' /C:,1
'C J~~~~~~~~.:,O 
J
O
0
7 - -, 
- AL )TI' 0
ao
I s 
+ iAP-3
..
.f.
T(O) = 0, M,,'6 ,r(S )
, > 
(E
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Therefore (1,0 )T ao, which by construction
cannot be written as m(E - -- zAirfi - P7i
Bc
therefore a 0
Lemma 3 Let c, o VA 
with respect to
tJ
.. 
SUZ"~~( t I 3 ' )s_ taQ
s 1-1 h ' 1 ha J 
A-'B
aB, ,= ' a 5i
i=1
for k =- A, and where A B k
matrices with (IA *t ,iBl ,) = 
-.
some integer such that IA iI; L 
theen there exists L(2 such that ct.
with r espect to ( D)
LL.
where (1,0
?) re integ-e'r
T'hen i is
and c = (mod p)
, f 7 '2) , -I 0S i 2) b 
-
-. a _ 
- I--,E2)1vt , i
and is equal to
Ic P with respect( (p) -
4L n \)Z n ILL t , , z-\- 0 k,-
. ~
', .D
PG
Proof.' AL aB 0 with resect
othe-rwise A B 
_
IQ o/, F
;TYO
- T 2
Bl
and therefore
CLc, cJ c ' =A-T B CC)T 10 \L A / - i -- t A T :E C
contrary to our assumpJtion.
Therefore by Lemma 2, there exists
~ne ........ ~~~~~~1
that A, ; L( t) I= T - T t
nwtha respecF , to (,/l-3 A .Uwit  ect  A! t2).
and
where A_ t P)
r P
i-1
A /1 TL
Q.E.anD.
0 andl
and z - ( - 1
ir 2 :_
P
t
P
to !LAc·" X,4A, ,u
-0 "-p 27 for
, 2 °3
po
L(A 2)
p
such
i. r
L I I I
 L) - - T (L'\ W )
10 2
... 0 API
w~7;~~e (1i --, ,C4, 0
36.
Therefore
-Q ) CP
A A() (A-lrB-lc)
= A(i)T'
p 2p
- (A1 TB -c) (C)P. C _2
and
... O)ALLT
IU
= (1,0
If (1,0
-
... O)A T ^r
1J· a
0 (A1 ,t ))
... O) TB
C:
c =m(E - a()) and therefore
P
(1,0 ... 0
(A1, A 2),
p
)T a' (1,0
. . ) TC - (E - At ) 0
... )Tc = -roB%, 2 P
a contraction. Therefore
*
... o)AT 0o (A1 , & (C ) 
P
In the concluding three lemmas,
Q.E.D.
the roles of Ap
P
and A are interchanged:
P
Lemma 1
Z(I 2'
p
The binders
At ), here 6
p
1-i i = 1 ...p-l
t is the transnosei
considered in Theorem I of
Proof.
IS 
1--
i=!
a 6=t 1A 2T
i I -p
Chapter .
'I-
p
then transposing both
ai6 = Tt A t1 i 2
P
1Amt a , (lA ,AtO)p 15 D) Therefore
by Theorem I of Chapter I.
(1,0
(1i,o0
then
(1,0
span
of the
sides,
all the a Q.E .D.
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Lema 2. Let c V(1A A t) be a binder in the form
p I
a =j, a6t such that a V 0. Then there exists a
i=1
polynomial L(x) Z[x], such that a.L(At ) 1A T - TAt
- p
_ P 2 P
'O
(A1, t ) 
' p
Proof. Put a = a (A - E) for maximum possible
integer k. Then 0 < k < p - 1 (as in Lemxna 2). Take
L(At) = (t -)-l-k
P p
= O(T.L)0 o. (At - E) -1
= 0 .LI L)-a 0- (P E
(At -_ ) -1
p0
, then 'L(A) = o(A - E) -1
-= p(A t ) = o (mod p) i.e.
= p-I nhere M is a linear combination of
powers of At with integer coefficients.
P
jAt - EiP - = pp-1P = IpMi = pP-l1t. Therefore M is
unimodular.
T = TL T = (T ). By [], Satz 5:
Tpao = T ( )z ( co pi
zsH i =1 
(Co) 2= ( ao) e = ) = p-
I P i=! j=o
respect to (A, At))
(since
2) (o)(A- 3-- (with
,-
and ( ... 0 T tO
" (p2) --
38.
( 2" ]Co
P-
= [ <:--) .- 2
'O
- - -' )
(1 ,, 2) J
T-
) + Ir-)(' 2)n('
p( pr 2 i _\ 1 ID i') " 2 I-C
ri,!c
+ 2- ('A 'I +
('i i)I -t""( - t)
1-1" -1 O
._f5 PI -m t 
p
Ii -I @
. 0 ( ) CI J ~ _ 
2) 1 Po o
-: ( 2¥)(A - E $(p')-z 0r11
So (l,o, .. ,o) - ( ,3
- a 0 - C -> a Oi tc _ w& 
_bI
->-a 0o.' l!r
Lerma . Let' a E v(, , )
.,'
CA -
} 4-2.
-p ?\ 
? ) j, ; S UC;l !a- i7 r
% -- L =whmere Ai\ 2
P
-a
L a. 
I-
&O,
.. . o) ',I ¢ a TI and
-q.E D.
-0 -,
_7_ ;)Z 
)
_*
(p- -- -1) )1 '
I -e__." - 't_( IA ) [T (ILIr, Tp2
_0
Bk (k)Bk = At for k = ,C and where AW, Bk (k=?, )p 
are integer matrices with (JA j- 1JBI.jBj1, p) = 1. Then
if c is some integer such that I A '1IBHI'IBj/c and
c _ 1 (mod p) then there exists L(At) such that
aB.L(At)B lc ^ 0 (A(), A( )) and equals A(2-')T - TA ( C)PPp 2 p 2 P P
where (1,0 ... O)A T 0 (A1, Ap))
, $(p2) ,
Proof. This may be proved in the same way as Lemma 3
using Lemma 2 instead of Lemmna 2. Q.E.D.
We make the following observation: The Theorems of
'Chapters I and II were proved for 92 = 1p ' They are
also true for 1 = 2p m since by the argument o Lemma ,
the binders t i 1, ... span ,(1 A )
f2 1
and thlerefore the action of A mLutiply ng
A E vJE, A1 ) on the right is described by Al
multiplying a SE on the left, where a is written
as a column vector with respect to the basis (6 )
Specifically, what will be needed is Corollary 1 of
Theorem 2, Chapter II with 1 = p2 , Q2 = p.
39.
Let W be an arbitrary integral representation of
Z 2 in normal form (1):
P
(4) w=
17 2,e *- Fp'
r
with e,} = {1 2} , < r < r , r > 0 where
r k = the number of A k components appearing in
PFPk I= 0,1,2. r has diagonal box-entries,
Ak and r has diagonal box-entries, A(h )
P P De
First "diagonalize" p p by a 6-transformation,
C , followed by a -transformation, [ 
so that the resulting diagonal box-entries appear in
decreasing order of strength (Corollary of Theorem 2,
Chapter I).
As in Theorem 2 of Chapter II, let A, B be
integer matrices such that A A( )AU- = 1A, and
BIA ( )B_ t where f AW I = ao, TtiB = b and
P p 
(ao b0 ,p) - Let c = a o.bow such that c - 1 (mod p).
~~a,.bolp) 0 
_ 
_
I
41.
In what follows, a series of -transformations,
C
'1
and -transformaEAD
E
will be applied to W to determine whether or not it
is decomposable. C, F, and K will be elementary row
and column-block operations considered as divided into
box-components-in the same way as r, re and r
P P
respectively. These elementary operations will h11 ve
E-blocks down the diagonal and some off-diagonal block,
Rij, in the (i,j)-th block position. Rij will have the
an integer
foorm cA_ lL(lA ;) A
cB L( t )B- 1
i P -
f'C
for F
K
3 for some
L(x) Zx].
If W is acted upon first by such a 6-transformation
and then by a -transformation then:
l,pq - c 1,p
a - c ,K i
1,e ' {
- A A 
+ A ,. -
p ,P
+ A[E - ]B - D + D 
P p;P D
f pe ,4> ?Q -19 - 9 eptpp p ,P - B Br .p _
42.
Recall that (l p )_ ) (LZo , Z' 1 2 Z p ' 
p P~~~~~~~~~~-
(Introduction)0. y applying
L, p -' -
arbitraryT row operations (-t+ransPormnai+ns - with
F = E, K ) and oolum orerations wc add mut- ples
of' a-Yr colu-mnbloc>:- to laer ones (f6-rrnzrm atons
with C E, K = E and R. with i < j' I F)
is made ( F c -d-e-e uivalnt to a matrix of tche fo rm
(5)
F. tI
I II- I
I I
I I
I - 1
are - $ (i )
a r e , { p )--tuples
in Ge and wh er e
P
binder entry. For
0 , rere tne ashes
. on the " J
P
binding a /'-
IL
. -0
nO -row has more Or,n one non -ze, o
this urcose the L(!i x)
in te I boxes of the F w-11 be -.'cE, wit k an
inteer relat iv el7T pmj-i,me to p: If Lf is some non-zero
'b nde- of. ( / ? e then ' R is a on-zero binder
of (/2 , 1 ) slnce A ) T - T
394 - ]2 © d ~~~~~~~~~c I = i - (T1':;.-" ) cA . "  e
.
=> c -'-/- O wi.t:h
occurring ,
S
43.
respect to (A e ) => 0 wi th resnect to
(Wi)
(KA1 ' ) kwhi cch is a contradiction Therefore since
each (, (¼A( ) )¾ Z we can act on up to
(c 1,rg -a -equivalence as if it were ma tri t hi-n- enr es
in th, field of p elements instead f binder--vectrs,
Thus LS can be broucht into tne desird form and a
' i 
-transfolrmation wit2h D 0) B = 0 will make t-he
zero-binders aeual "zeros
Also the damage done by each F to tihe already
"d.lagonaizedU can be undone as follows: F acts
."~ e .
>~p , po n (> as a simv-ole o oic orera-_i.on, .ri. .lk ,
order of st-ength, o',, t hee exists a oenoma)l. gx)
p PSllCh .. at ga (B Lk Bc b1)c A-I a w_ t, h
respect to (A i} ) and so tre affect of as
p ?p
o-equivalence, bly- a column oeration (6-traloraon
with C = , F =E and R. i - l X i n K)jill n.~~~~~
44.
Then a -transformatnion (A = , D= 0) bri-ngs 
po
back into its diagonal" for-,.
{oA ILIB3I span (L ) (')), where te E. are
the of Lemma i e = 1, and are the 
LTemma 2 . g = 2. For if ai(cAe i:, ) J M) rV)
then c a£ = Li A,) - i(A I ), T refore,n__ _ c'. "i ,n !l r .. r I -
(1 - ee ) ans a dsoe the ai are ze o by Lemm.as
.TeefLor-=e by; r a o-transo-alt-lon (A = 0, D = 0)
evey-mv box--entr-, l, of' the- dia-ona-ze& DI(t(PI )
rm be rec''aced by a 1ineair: sunm oCA 
-- wh
Ci1, .. c, = oms 3 0 *t 'onds to 
Thr e binder (1,O,.. O s n_ -a zro binder of
= ¢p) "I ten2i1 "~~~~~~~=
Here a i. . e coeff.e.t.o f. , a in ..(. rfo' eThe b~~tnd~---' ( l, , o. o, ) ..., o ~.na. er oJ.~~~~~~7
rm2 = m13  ... = M - and s ince
(P) -
0 - + +-1
p
is impossible, Therefore also (1,,...,O)A *0 'O with
resnect to (A, (P)).
Therefore by a -transi ormatlion (D = 0, = 0)
we can replace eac8h. binder entry of U0
1 sP
of tu he forr, ( , .3 o . ) the olun-bockcorespndig t
by a binder
.G
if that bnder l ies in
oh cor mnblo zorrespondi to ti tA\
We are now n positon tr 'o decoe-mn se W s,
acting on U with and -transformat ions.lp
'.'eorem 1 if W is an indecomposab e re-.resentt.i -oon
of Z,' o i normal fort with all three r appearing
then either
11) P - has only one copTonent,
1(2) F, has two componrents and r and eac 
have one,
or
3) 3 each F has two . comronents'
Pr7oo . From the above analyc 1. it can be assu-:med that
W is in normal fo:.rm (4) that Q e ^ is ':diagnal'
P ,P
with the diagonal binders appearing .n decreasing order
46.
of strength, that Q is in form (5) that each binderlp
of '% p has the fo )a.(cAs ) orr the9 P_ I ' L Ar
corresponding pf and X, and efnally tha"t each binder
of has the form k ( l, ,.. ),, for the corresponding ul,
Consider the submatrix of W formed bQ , and
, p
, row,,, of t ths s ubma,. t rl wi b e ca e d a JI row
i P
f a-ll -its entries in P are zero; o.her.ise. 1s is
'ip
an IT-row1. Let ml be th+e number o diagonal binders
c f P: wh ich are zero; these must, occr in t he last
1 pdiagonal positions of erefoe ti as.
p
ooi ' L.rmn blocks of P c n nave hav o n e n8or .zerc
i"p
binder~ ntry for other-ise one of the las i A in
Wou d be -reed. -Le t e I:S-rows1 be '. ei -r' m.I -r
whch .... a , non-zero .n. ev or i f 0b! 2 .e ,_ b e
An i-ro:w iwch is ot an -row cn a-,( e its entries -
in mae zer-o b te .o. 'So Cn pr eature .: sume
he u ro an -row but- no, an S-ro 
non-zer- b inder L i 0 .ii -, i ,0 ,T r in 
47.
tl1
'be in the s- column block of Sn Then s < r ,- .
cs the s--1 diagonal binder entry of not a
zero binder since s < r M TV Js onl- necessary
t. mke e non-zero binder of P a zero 'inde
w ill m.a,.e t ese ze ro binders ze-os .[i. tzs -mOu' a-'ec'ting the
res u of :- . Assumae b-ndcer nosita on I '
3 , hier'e exists a simple cotai oneiaSion a (-tsrasfomals .:..o....
(K) e e (f C N i a )ni f,~v_, E ,,,zJ. . .r "
no _ upL- i -tA
sd !-,7iid e s (9) 14f m ,-t ' no0rain P(-' / "'0,
D-: p n rl~p ,p
B is zero ec in the' o io r r e s-
p 3n1ie n t t1a0 , of in wi:th ( i,{ T)remosr' % o n(/'tac,-lf t. J - jgi
9~~~~~~~ ? d
"'diagonal' form but also affects Q by subtracting
1,
k(1,O .. O)A kT from the non-zero binder in positionIIS 
(u,t) of 2 By choosing k1 appropriately from
{l,2, .. ,p-11 this binder becomes a zero binder which
can then be removed by a -transformation. No other
position in l,p is affected beyond a-equivalence
by this process.
After removing all non-zero binder entries on row u
of P. in all but the s position, this last is
lp ~
removed by simply a -transformation on (A=O, D=O,
P P
BS'S kT). This transformation, however, also changes
! !
sinto C a s where c s is no longer in the form
j ai(cAjsiB A) 
s 5
The remainder of the argument is broken down into
two cases:
Case (). (r < r)
a 11 or (rs = r and m >
re < r and the "diagonalized ' Q p has
P p
O) i.e.
its last
column block equal to zero: Consider the submatrix M of
column blocks of S which lie above the zero colu.nl,p
49.
blocks of g ,2 e. the last m r ' > 0.
p ,-
The entries of I -lying on the J-rowTs are all zero
binders for otherwise b row and column operations
(-trons ormations with F = E) m les of . s
non-zero entry could be added to its ow and column in
Sg mn'malmng these all zero, and sI.n e these operations
1
do no', aif- fc - r r, (t'e? hav a. zro rc T
aand a zer o couminl b oi - espct!vey, in te appnropriate
pices), the components (, 3 A g) would br-ear off,
p
ecomposing W.
The' remaining non-zero binder entries of Pi lie
in 1.its S-rows. Thi4s n of M i an m byi m1 -+ (r-r)
mat ri, of b inders - .s
(a) If , 0 t'en > an i' is a zero
( ........
matrix and therefore A is freed.
(b) if m > 0 and -c > Pr then by s mple
colu-n operations (6-tra-nsfomati on wVit- > E, F E)
thze las-t coiumn b loc: of IN can be made ze-o (since
m1 < 4 + (r. - r) and again n ,N is freed.
(c) If m, > 0 and = re thn is a squ1are
matrix of binders, m1 by m and can be b-ou<ht ' into
_kI~~~~~~~~ -L...
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triangular form with zeros above the '!dLaDona' t
column operations (C = EF E). Tt i.s to be remembered
that these colur.rin oerations don't affect a2 since
ID ,p
it has ony1-Th zeros belw IT N
(i) if the st diagon e r o is
zero then A %_ is freed.
(ij) TP te last dlagIonaf1 entry is not a
zero binder then continued colrmn ose t~ ios nmake the
rest of the rw o 
I L 3, L1. "1 * r A 3
8" iJ
on which this etry ies 
) b)
_ 1 e rcfa o f
Case p2) r r and m_ 0: W can assume e 1
ar l, 2 Let f -i number ofe -ro.s, T. e30 
:,.:', ~ oT -rows, ad m = t,e n'',,.cb-, o-, zc clumns o'
p, O-There are no S-rows ince m = ."P, L~~~~~~
all. entries on -row- of '
I ~,!-,
are zero.2 t~3t z 
Let $' be thile sr, bmac ri__i x of -oro s of A.1A
I ,P
entries of n
i Ip
not, in 1P' are zero. One can o-)eratef_
on the rows of :. (6-transfo/Ima-ti. ons wth = E, K E)
without affecting te rest cf I
Divide t"e conr. >locl-s of I to two sets,
piI -ere f or e
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N1 and N2, here the ith column block of M is in N1
if the it h column block of l p is zero, and all
other bolumn blocks belong to N2 .
It is possible to do the following two operations
on N:
(1) IvIultiples of late column blocks of N can
be added to earlier column blocks of N without
t-n thaffecting the rest of W: If the i-- and -- column blocks
of M belong to N1 where i < then a 6-transformation
(C = E, F = E) adds a multiple of the block to the
ithi -in fl?
1,p
position of
2 and the zero-box in the (j,i )L binder2 
2
P,P2 is replaced by a mlltiple of j,
namely c6 (klB B ! c). Since a > ca, a row operation
o 2 (6-transformation with C = E, K = E) changes
P,P
the (,i) h binder position of 2 into a zero binder.
PP
This last transformation doesn't affect l1 p since
.thits - column block is zero by the definition of N,
The new zero binder 2 in the (J,i) position is
PP
made zero by a -transformation (A = 0, D = ) which
doesn't affect ? since the j- columns block of
l,p
Q1 p is zero. Thus the only result of this series ofl,P
,
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thtransformations is to add a multiple of the j- column
block of 2 to its i column block.
L,p
(2) Multiples of late column blocks of N2 can
be added to earlier column blocks of N2 without
essentially affecting the rest of W: Let the i : and
j - column blocls of IM' be in N2 with i < j. A
6-transformation (C = E, F = E) affects P-
19P
2 and
Q1 2 as in (1). Again as in (1), a 6-transformation
PP
(C -= E, K = E) leaves c , a zero binder, in the (j,i) t h
binder position of 2 2 but has also the additional
P,P
effect of adding a multiple of the th coLu block of'
l2 ,p to the ith, so that a new binder entry, y, appears
thin the (j.,i)- binder position of l, p where 't is
~J~~~P J
.th
t'he row on wThich the non-zero entry of • i s J- column
block lies.
A row operation (F = E, K = E) sends y into
Y o (Al a4p ) and affects nothing else in W. A
a-transformation on Slp
-~P
sends y into zero and
adds a new entry, , to the (.j i )- binder position of
2 2 A -transformation on f
l,p
]2 2 (A = 0, D = 0) sends
P,P
a into zero and sends into . We wish now to
by the usual method employed n non-zeroremove 
e. oHowever, as was noted
earlier a, the - diagonal entry ofP 2
d 2' is no
longer in the form. £ai(CAW .Bj i). Ther-efore, by a
,J 3
c -transformation on Q
P,P
2 (A = 0 D = 0) change c.
into the desired form. This adds a new enry, :', in
binder position (jcj ) of Q 2' Now E2 1 can be
removed by the sual method (a 6-trnnsoloamantion ' with
C = E F - E and then a -transfo-rma-ion with A = 0,
D = ) after which P" is removed by the usual
c-transformation on 2 described earlier. The
PPtotal effect of this series of oerations is o add a
1 thmultiple of te -- coum block of s th2 to the i-- I-S
and o change a, inrt o c 
With these tools the foilowlng can be done: N1 is
0o by m ; starting with its lower igh- hand corner,
uslng late-to-early colium operations and arbit-, ra-y
row operations Ndia gsonal ze'" so t at non-zero
i nd. enti es appear on the "diagonali wnich starts
from th.~e l.1ower igh!t hand corner and -proceeds upward to
the i ef't, and zeros aear elsewhere. No zero entry
appea5 rs on this di agional" since o0iher'. ise ( _ A )
would break off.
entries n rw o'O
IDp
WN is f- by (r2 - n). If the right-most0
column of N is entirely zero then (L,",ip 2)
break off. Otherwise go downmi th s col.umn:"m block until
the 1- non-zero ent-ry is reached, say in the u row.
thColumn onerations make te u- row of N i al zero
except; for it's right most entry. F.ow o-ira . .. ons nCw
transform all entries below the int.,o ze-ros, but
these row oerations also affet Icc'ele y the
form, of and the act tat these r'-Fow oec.ons add
mult iples of early rows to late r ones, the e f ct on
5N1 can be undone by late-to-ear-l co-lu, opera ions
on N 1.
The form of W now arrived a ca,en ..e r.e re.nted
schematically as:
N1 N.
_ I 
_ _{ {-> {Oo° 
i i t 
- -p: : .
{ I
Il ( _ z~~-l F
I-rowS
1 I- rows
Z
I
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where the entry "' represents some non-zero binder.
(a) If N1 is non-existant, i.e. if m = 0 then
(AlnAl,'p,A 2) break off as
p
A,
I
I- _
i P
I 
_
I
I 
1
I 
or
I~21~I
I I
'!I
, the second
form being Z-equivalent to the first by row operations
(F = E, K = E).
(b) If N2 is non-existant, i.e. if m = rp
then at worst (AtnAp-A 2) break off.
p
(c) if m# 0 r a. nd 1 m rp then either (L nAi , ,AA ) pP0 '
break off as in (a) or (, A ,L f, 2p, 2) break
- p p - p
off as
t-
I
IL\
, or some euivalent form.
A,
--L
I
I
I
I
I
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Gathering together the above observations, it is
clear that if W is indecomposable and all three F
appear in its normal form then the three cases in the
statement of the Theorem are exhaustive. Q.E.D.
It is clear that the indecompcsable representations
of Z 2 which hav-e less than three components are
the following: L , A 2) and ]
F_ 1 KX .h e rjfr
Of those which have all
of Theorem I consist of
AFI n
three
al 
r components, type (1)
L
adr w:
_,m
I
I q1
where * * r, and
L ~ L-
LF xK
A p
f
7 
and where no re-Dresentation in one of t-ese ' fre 
i's eivalent to any in another of 'te forms,
If W is an indecomposable reresentation of
type (2) of Theor-em then
, x z
_ I I _II
, -I q I - -i
ILp I 
-- IP
L I
'- -
(~
r- -- a ta-transfo< ramat insr 'a:e -ecQIhiva±n .sn .' _ _
a" p a "n so h n e ~,1_ p
oig ts ack tin ha'nheto e
a W c1 f t heserS Corm (6) w a 'b i-n" te for c; ) ~ ) _ ifhll ""d y in Z _,') (}))
~ -;
jp2
-3'rAM c th e ¢se .orms (a) fi, ^ anf >i n the ng '
esc.r-'ibed n --re- -rmeed ng rr aslanLh a-e .. nC: .poSel ' e
__I I _ P-IIC--_·--IISIU
, h~ 
Theorem 2.
Proof.
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W is indecomposabl e <=> 
Tif a,
(F = , K = E) sends 3I lO
ai = ~
(mod p) 'hen a ao-ransfrmactiont n 6t I M
!fl _ .tO
writhl
and
a -t ~ra ns -ormlat i on on
6 
back into
o]
0D
-jP
s end s 0,
11P:
and sends f into f + .c =P 
with respect to (i'! A since i f
(- n 0 ...,0)
tshen m + 
= m - mA 
DO
wrhe-re = m3 , 2, , .r(2) 
1. 1'''2"~~~~
I = , r! = r1n 2 -) - "
I I
+ m
(p-)
.s. -- m = ,
1p+
=- 2-o+[
..... m( 2) (p-3)m 2
,- 2) (:
= --- m + (  p-2)m 2, eefoe
$ P)3 
+ (p-2)m
I
-
_ A r
dl )
m (p!$-2)and i = nr! 2$% ( 1 ""rmil cn is
(mod p).
+ -n 
,,,(p)
( .'0 .. ,0)-71-' 
I -,
= mp 2p N2 Zn2-o
fin,( p 2 T-- 
A = 
0)
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impossible. Therefore (1,0 ... O)Blc 0 with
respect to (A1, A()).
P
Now g= -kl 1k(l-l,..., l)c. ai6iBl
_ -klkc ai,0. .,O) B i 0 with respect to (AlI )
P
Therefore by choosing kl appropriately from 1,2,..,-1
g F is a zero binder and hence can be made zero by a
a-transformation. A is thereby freed.I
Now assume ai = 0 (mod p). If W could be
decomposed and
(a) If A were freed then the decomposed W
could be brought back to normal form with rrp, 2
appearing in that order with 1p =0 and Q 2 - O
pp
But then rp ' Ag) and 2 ' A() ([i], Satz 1) and
P P
this decomposed form could be obtained by a -transformation
with C = E, F = E, and K = E followed by a
-transformation. But this is clearly impossible if
y and ca -0.
(b) If A were freed then again this could be
p
accomplished with only a -transformation since
6-transformations don't affect zero . But this is
impossible.
I?
-
I
I
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(c) If (A'1 ) 'were freed then this would imnl r
that a 6-transformation could +tale c, into a zero-
binder.
(d) if (Ai, A ) were freed then also (A, ZA )
- p
would be freed which is impossible > (c).
(e If A were freed then bis could e done
with a 6-trarnsormation (F = IK E ) br-' a
a-transf orrmation (B 0, A r ) ' b
then -g + and therefore
ip p
b b p and g k (p-, - _..p.
1 a WaPl -0(D) + A . ' 0 1oo I)
since C is umnrimoduilar. But , 'g
- kcI , a O ... 0 n d the - cna
be f're d,
(f) b (-. A ) we e en ) ' ~
therefc~er a s o ^ ,_i o.ld b- f,. w~ nc:- i s 'wru -a'7a re-,
by (e).
6i.
Therefore if ai 0 O then W is indecomposable.
Q.E.D.
Whether representations of type (3) of Theorem 
are indecomposable or decomposable will not be
studied here.
To get a ro-ugh upper bound for- te nu-mber ol
inequivalent indecomposable representations of Z 9
P
assuming that those of type (3) of Theorem I might be
indecomposable, consider those representations in
normal form with at most two A components for eac- of
the three possible F. The sequence of A entries
allow less than (h+l) (h 1)2 (h 1) possibilities.
For each of these possibilities each binder position is
allowed to run independently through a -representative
system; this yields less than (&-)4 (p ) (p) classes.
Therefore 4.(hD+1)2(h 2 1)2p (Pi) is an upper bound.
P
The simple analysi s used in obtainirng his number
and those in Chapters IT and I avert the dif-icult
problem of establishing a more realistic upper bound by
studying the effect of 6-equivalences. Here only
a-equivalences have been taken into account.
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